
Cashing out: The end 
of Hong Kong’s 
historic trading floor
HONG KONG: In its heyday in the 1980s, more than a
thousand brokers dressed in signature red blazers made
deals on the trading floor of the Hong Kong Stock
Exchange, in what was a raucous, competitive bear pit.
But as electronic and internet services burgeoned, bro-
kers drifted away to corporate offices. With just a hand-
ful of traders remaining, the historic hall will close at the
end of the month. The cavernous red-carpeted space
with its circular rows of cubicles and giant digital
screens showing stock movements stands largely empty
as its last occupants pack up their belongings.

“Advances in electronic trading and technology have
made our work much more convenient, but now it lacks
the communal atmosphere that has given me many
memories,” said Christopher Cheung, a lawmaker repre-
senting the financial services sector who used to trade
on the exchange floor.

Under British rule, Hong Kong transformed into a
commercial and financial hub, becoming a gateway
between China and the rest of the world as the mainland
opened up its economy from the late 1970s.

In 1986 the city’s four separate stock exchanges
merged into one and the trading floor opened. Part of the
Hong Kong Exchange (HKEX) building in the bustling
Central district, it hummed with energy as brokers

exchanged gossip, gesticulated wildly and yelled into
telephones.

Market information spread quickly and clients would
call in for the latest news, Cheung remembers. But
despite apparent chaos, Cheung says there was a “cul-
ture of trust”. On slower days, traders played cards and
snacked on peanuts.

Cheung’s company Christfund Securities still has one
employee working on the floor in case his office’s com-
puters crash, he said. The Shu sisters, who run Wader
Securities, share Cheung’s nostalgia. “When there was a
rally on, it was a sheer joy to work,” Shu Yee-har, one of
the three siblings, told the South China Morning Post. “It
was much better than staying in the office.” 

Emotional farewell  
An early form of electronic trading was introduced in

1993, triggering a major shift away from face-to-face
deals. Three years later brokers were able to trade away
from the hall as terminals were installed in their own
offices. From 2000 they could offer services online, after
the exchange invested  HK$300 million ($38 million) in
cutting-edge technology. More brokers drifted away
from the communal hall and the handful of firms that
remained mostly used it as an affordable and conve-
niently located office space.

When AFP visited, there were around 10 traders on
the floor, with the surrounding desks and archaic-look-
ing paper printers gathering dust. The brokers still ban-
tered and bemoaned plunging stocks and there was an
occasional ripple of excitement.

One trader, who gave her name as Cheung, said she
was “walking away with a torn heart” as she prepared to
pack her belongings into a small suitcase, carrying a
bouquet of flowers given to her by a fellow broker.

Having worked on the floor since 1994 she will now be
based in a company office.

She said a handful of brokers had written to the gov-
ernment in a bid to keep the space open for trading, to

no avail. “I will miss the freedom here. Who wants to
face their boss every day?” she told AFP. HKEX said the
hall would be remade into an exhibition and event space
as part of wider renovations to the building. — AFP
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BEIJING: China’s unemployment rate has hit its lowest
point in multiple years at 3.95 percent by the end of
September, but employment still faces challenges as the
economy pushes ahead with structural reforms, China’s
labor ministry said yesterday.

The ministry of human resources and social security
said in a statement that 10.97 million new jobs had been
created in China from January to September this year, a
growth of 300,000 compared with the previous year.
The figure represents having essentially fulfilled the min-
istry’s year-end target, the ministry said in a pre-pre-
pared statement given to reporters.  

Despite being ahead of schedule, Yin Weimin, head of
the ministry, told reporters that “raising the capacity to
employ workers overall still faces large pressures.”

“We need to create 15 million jobs per year,” Yin said,
singling out China’s more than 8 million new university
graduates that enter the job market each year as one
group in need of additional employment. Yin also said
the low unemployment rate in the face of an overall
slowdown in the economy was largely due to the new
internet economy and entrepreneurship, adding that the
ministry would actively support startups to help them
“thrive”.

From 2015 to 2020 every one percent increase in
GDP is expected to equal roughly 1.8 million new jobs,
Yin said. Premier Li Keqiang said in March that China
added 13.14 million new urban jobs in 2016 and aims to
add another 11 million this year while keeping the regis-
tered unemployment rate below 4.5 percent.

The labor ministry’s announcement was made as part
of a once-ever-five-years congress of the ruling
Communist Party, which opened last Wednesday and
runs until Tuesday.  At the congress, the Party sets broad
policy directions and reshuffles top leaders. As China’s
economy slows, Beijing has made increasing efforts to
stave off mass unemployment that may spark social
unrest.

China’s official unemployment rate has remained gen-
erally stable as economic growth has dipped to a 26-
year low and the government forges ahead with ambi-
tious plans to cut back on industrial capacity. Many ana-
lysts say, however, that the government figure is an unre-
liable indicator of national employment conditions as it
measures only employment in urban areas and also

doesn’t take into account the millions of migrant workers
that form the bedrock of China’s labor force.

On an annual basis, the official unemployment rate
was last below 4 percent in 2001, when it was 3.6 per-
cent, according to data from the National Bureau of
Statistics. The rate ended 2016 at 4.02 percent after not
budging from 4.1 percent from 2010-2015. The govern-
ment has said that some sectors, especially those target-
ed by capacity cuts, such as coal and steel, still show
signs of unresolved employment challenges.

The ministry of human resources in April said that
China would need to resettle about half a million workers
that lose jobs in the coal and steel sectors this year and
will speed up development of a “black list” system for
firms with wage arrears. — Reuters 

Employment faces challenges amid economic reforms

China says jobless rate lowest in years
XIANGHE: A man walks past sculptures outside Xianghe Robot Industry Port during a tour arranged by the press center for the 19th Communist Party Congress in Xianghe county in China’s Hebei province yesterday. — AFP
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HONG KONG: In this picture taken on October 19, 2017, Cheng (right), a trader
who has worked on the floor since 1994, hugs a colleague as she prepares to
leave on her last day of work at the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. — AFP


